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DESIGN HYPOTHESIS
Thesis Statement

In colleges around the country student homelessness is a problem on the rise. Students who are
affected often reside in cars, abandon buildings, or shelters. This thesis focuses on integrating
underprivileged groups like homeless students and underprivileged youth, with other school
related user groups such as traditional students, parent students, and faculty. The unique needs
of each of the user groups are defined and a understanding of the building typology associated
with each user group will be integrated together to create a project where six unique user
groups will be able to live together while gaining a mutual benefit from one another. The
interaction between these user groups will create a sense of community and will create a sense
of place for underprivileged groups.
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DESIGN HYPOTHESIS
Thesis Diagram
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LITERATURE REVIEW
Effects from Living in Mixed-Income Communities for Low Income Families | Diane K. Levy, Zach McDade, Kassie Dumlao
The purpose of this study was to answer four main questions on the effects of Mixed-Income communities on low income families.
The four main questions that the study was trying to answer are:

1. How is Mixed-Income defined?
The study concluded that the term Mixed-Income has no agreed-upon definition, but attempts
to break down the term into elements. The elements that they determined to define Mixed-Income
housing are Scale, Intent, Income Mix, Tenure Type, and Design. Scale is a question of the amount
of people affected as many people define mixed-income housing as in a single multi-family however it
can also encompass a entire neighborhood. Intent was defined as the reason for use of Mixed-Income
housing. In the works of Khadduri and Martin the presence of poor children were crucial to the
success of Mixed-Income housing. Income Mix questions not only the ratio of income but also the
diversity of the range. They stated that two large a gap in income could lead to a inability to bridge
the gap between the groups. Tenure type was a question of rental vs owner occupied units, but could
also be seen as the amount of time used. Lastly the design focused on questions of architecture moves
that encourage interactions between people.
“Deliberate effort to construct and/or own a multifamily development that has the mixing of
income groups as a fundamental part of its financial and operational plans.”
(Levy , McDade, Dumlao Pg 3)

3. What benefits have been identified for children and adults from mixed-income
housing?
The study also looked into the effects of mixed-income housing on children and adults in
terms of mental health and state of mind. Many of the research from this section confirms increase
in self-esteem and a reduction on mental stress, however it lacks a large data pool and many of these
findings can be related to other examples. For example when examining the change in children’s
educational gains they noticed that rather than poor-neighborhoods, poor-schools had more of a effect
on students. Students in Montgomery County, MD who are randomly divide because of local zoning
see a higher amount of educational gains in higher opportunity schools even while in similar public
housing communities. The study also states that of the people who moved to higher income areas they
saw less arrest and convictions, and fewer injuries and asthma attacks. However many of those that
moved where the most motivated of participants.
“In their review of MTO and Gautreaux studies, Johnson, Ladd, and Ludwig (2001) found that
families that moved to lower-poverty areas reported fewer mental or emotional health problems and
improved physical health. Children reported feeling less sad, arguing less and disobeying their
parents less often. They reported working harder in more challenging schools and did not experience
a drop in grades relative to non-movers.
(Levy , McDade, Dumlao Pg 13)

2. What are the Theorized benefits thought to accrue to lower-income families from
living in mixed-income housing?

4. How prevalent and sustainable are mixed-income developments and
neighborhoods?

The study claims that most benefits to lower income families occur in items related to place
rather than through the interaction of people. Items like improved housing quality, increased safety,
improved property management, and a reduction in mental stress related to the home. Lower-income
families will also gain access to community services and amenities that aren’t usually available to
people of there economic group. In terms of interaction there are some positive outcomes for both
groups. Typically higher-income residents will become exposed to people different to them and gain
a certain level of tolerance. Where the study states that lower income residents will learn standards
of behavior, house keeping etiquette, parenting skills and other social norms. Lastly they questioned
the ability for lower income residents to get better jobs because of the proximity to them. They stated
that there was not a correlation in getting higher paid jobs simply because of proximity.

The study also examined the prevalence and the ability of mixed-income developments to be
able to thrive. The researched showed that one of the many reasons for the feasibility of
Mixed-income developments were the local housing markets. This was just affecting
low-income families, but also saw higher-income families willing to move in if there were
fewer alternatives. When speaking about the sustainability of these mixed-income housing
research has found high turnover rights although they have not reported high vacancy rates.
They also saw that over time these neighborhoods would shift towards similar income
occupants. The research stated that factors that could affect this shift to a single income group
could be deterred by careful monitoring of occupancy, quality management of developments,
and level of support and retention of area services and amenities.

“ Gans proposed four benefits to living in a community heterogeneous with respect to age
groups and socioeconomic levels: a valuable diversity of experiences, resources, and enrichment;
promotion of tolerance for social and political differences, which can enhance democratic practices; a
broader educational influence on children through teaching tolerance, acceptance and global
understanding; and encouragement of alternate lifestyles.”
(Levy , McDade, Dumlao Pg 8)

“ In a study of the marketing, management and occupancy practices at eight mixed-income
developments considered successful, Buron and Khadduri (2005) found that the developments were
able to sustain their planned income mix for at least five years. Each of the developments in the study
had at least three income tiers, and all but one was mixed-race as well.
(Levy , McDade, Dumlao Pg 23)
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LITERATURE REVIEW
Measuring Social Housing Outcomes | FACS Analysis and Research, Department of Family & Community Services
The purpose of this report was to develop a set outcomes for the NSW human services. These would become a set of
framework that would help guide how to develop social housing. They ended up with five wellbeing outcomes.

Figure 1.2.2.1

Health Domain: Links between
health and housing
This domain speaks on the link
between good housing and a health
environment. Physical and mental
health can be directly or indirectly
affected through elements of housing
quality. Such as air quality, heating,
noise and safety. At the scale of
housing, a good home can improve
family
function
and
reduce
overcrowding. At a neighborhood
scale, elements that encourage
healthy life styles can create a better
environment.

Figure 1.2.2.2

Social and Community Domain:
Links between
social/community and housing
Good quality housing can lead to a
increase in social interaction in the
community and the home. For
example a increase in usable indoor
space, and access to more amenities
allows one to have a space to be more
interactive within their community.
Housing stability gives people the
ability to become more engage in the
community, with activities such as
volunteering, and participation in
local groups.

Figure 1.2.2.3

Figure 1.2.2.4

Figure 1.2.2.5

Economic Domain: Links between
economic outcomes and housing

Safety Domain: Links between safety
and housing

Education Domain: Links between
education and housing

With the use of social housing one has
improved economic conditions. This in
turn allows one to work with the state
of mind the one day they could become
a home owner. Once they are able to
become a home owner the social housing
becomes available again and allows the
cycle to continue.

Housing in safe environments make people
feel safe, which can be linked to perceptions of
neighborhood crime, antisocial behavior and
poor amenities. Social housing availability
creates a place for victims of domestic abuse
to escape to. Many victims of domestic abuse
are not able to find new housing and end up
having to rely on there abusers. With social
housing there is a chance for them to escape
this cycle of abuse not only for them but also
their children.

A housing environment that is stable and less
crowed allows a child to feel less stress. They are
also pressured less by parents as they are also less
stressed. This leads to a increase in the amount of
work done by a student and decrease the amount of
time that a student is absent from class.
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THESIS SITUATED
Defining the Problems with Student Housing

Traditional dorm layout

Figure 1.3.1.1

Georgia Tech University | Center Street North Apartments

The traditional student housing typology is linear in
nature creates a natural path which discourages free movement
within the building. In all three plans we can see the use of a
linear style double loaded corridor, which is the most common
student housing layout. The traditional double loaded corridor
also creates a dark passage which has small view range and
discourages people from stopping and chatting.

Common Space

Figure 1.3.1.2

Common spaces like study rooms, kitchens and lounge
spaces are become more common in dorms these days however
they are often pushed to the edges of the building. These spaces
become isolated from the circulation spaces meaning there are
not random encounters that could occur in the spaces.

Washington State University | Olympia Avenue

Program diversity
Traditional dorms have very limited diversity in units
type usually only one type of unit. This creates a problem as
limited unit diversity means there cannot be a diversity in user
groups.
Columbia University | John Jay Hall

Figure 1.3.1.3
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THESIS SITUATED
Defining Community Housing

Looking at Community Housing
A hostel is a type of residence where a person can rent a bed, similar to hotel
except these beds are in large rooms where other occupants stay. Commodities like
bathrooms and sharers are shared between the user within the same areas, and
amenities like kitchens are often shared between the entire complex. These beds are
often rented for cheap and are typical used by people who homeless, or are in need of
cheap local housing, like a traveler in a foreign country. In certain counties around the
world hostels are used as housing for boarding schools. Typical hostel are not only
cheap for the resident but are also more cost efficient for the owner. The owner will also
use long term residents of a hostel as staff in return for cheaper housing rates. Many
hostels will use furniture that saves space like bunk beds and armories to get more out
of the space they. For this reason as well, much of the floor space is utilized for bed
spaces and commodities leaving little left over space for common areas, or any kind of
personal space. In the floor plan on the left we can see a example of this in the
Edupuganto Towers. The blue area is the sleeping space, and the dark grey areas are
the bathrooms leaving only circulation space behind. This design is very similar in
nature to a dorm which we have looked at before.

Edupuganti Towers | Andhra Pradesh, India

Figure 1.3.2.1

The New Image Shelter | Los Angeles, California

Figure 1.3.2.2

Another type of Community Housing is a homeless shelter. A homeless shelter
is a service provide by the local community of government which provides housing free
of charge to local residents. Homeless shelters are typically semi-permanent residences
set up to house the homeless during the night to give them a safe and secure place.
They might also be set up a temporary system which is a result of a event such as a
natural disaster. Typically these shelters are set up in a preexisting environment, such
as a empty gym or warehouse. The inside layout is similar to a hostel but at a much
larger scale. For this reason the environment within the is not set up to be a residence
that one can stay at long term but one that house a person temporary. Unfortunately
people who are unable to found housing are forced to stay in this environment
negatively impacting their health and mental state. Also unlike a hostel which is payed
for, these free beds are limited and are only alloted to a certain number of individuals.
For this reason a system of rules have been set up determining who is able to receive
these beds. Also this residence is set up a specifically a place to sleep, for this reason the
occupants of these shelters are typically kicked out early in the morning and are not
allowed to come back till the night time. This implies that there is a high turnover rate
on these beds and the people who are these beds is changing everyday.
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THESIS SITUATED
Data on Student Homelessness | Hungry and Homeless in College | Sara Goldrick-Rab, Jed Richardson, and Anthony Hernandez

This study surveyed 33,000 students at 70 community colleges in 24 states and is the largest survey on this topic ever conducted. The study question previous numbers of homeless students in community
colleges in the U.S.. The study came up with similar numbers in regards to student homelessness. This study looks at two different housing scenarios, Homelessness and Housing insecurity. The study
defines Homelessness as “a person is without a place to live, often residing in a shelter, an automobile, an abandoned building or outside.” Whereas the study defines Housing Insecurity as “a broader
set of challenges such as the inability to pay rent or utilities or the need to move frequently.”

Percentage of Homeless Students

14%

Percentage of Female
Homeless Students

69%

Percentage of Female
Homeless Students

28%

Percentage of Housing Insecure Students

51%

Percentage of Housing Insecure
who worked 20-40 Hrs Per Week

55%

Percentage of Housing
Insecure with job

57%
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THESIS SITUATED
Data on Underprivileged Youth | Supporting the Education of Unaccompanied Students Experiencing Homelessness | Homeless Children and Youth
This project will also look at Underprivileged Youth in the community as a user group that can be integrated into the building typology. The McKinney-Vento Act defines unaccompanied
youth as “a homeless child or youth, not in the physical custody of a parent or guardian” [42 USC § 11434a(6)]. Underprivileged youths included runaway youth, youth who have been
kicked out of their home by parents, or independent youths who have loss of contact making it impossible for them to return home. For this thesis we will define Underprivileged Youth as not
only unaccompanied youth, but as youth in the community who wanted to attend college but cannot because they do not have a place to live. The McKinney-Vento Act sets a upper age limit of
21 years old for k-12 public education.

Nationally:

1.4 Million
6-18
2013-2014

children between

the ages of

were found to be

homeless

Breakdown of Unaccompanied
Youth by Age

Breakdown of Living Situation
for Unaccompanied Youth
Doubling up with other families 75%
Shelters 15%
Hotels|Motels 6%

Breakdown of Unaccompanied
Youth by Gender
Under 1 | 75%
1 To 5 | 15%

Male | 46%

6 To 12 | 6%
13 To 17 | 3%

Female| 54%
Unsheltered 3%
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THESIS SITUATED
Data on Cost of College

Average Published Charges for
Full-Time Undergraduates by
Sector

Cost of College

Tuition and Fees
Room and Board

$24,930

$8,060

$9,650

$10,440

$10,440

$3,520

Public Two-Year
In-District

Public Four-Year
In-State

Public Four-Year
Out-of-State

The Diagram to the left shows the average cost
of college for full-time Undergraduates by
sector. The diagram splits the cost into two
parts Tuition and Fees, and Room and Board.
The first pair shows cost at public two year
programs. We can see that the tuition and fees
are very low compared to room and board, for
this reason students who have low incomes can
more readily afford the tuition but are unable to
afford the Room and Board. The next pair is
Four-Year in-State which is the most
traditional student group. We can see that the
tuition and fees is much higher compared to the
two year, however the Room and Board is only
a little more. However the Room and Board
still cost more the Tuition. Lastly we have
Public Four year Out of State, which has the
highest Tuition and fees, more than double the
In-state. The Room and Board is the same as
the in-state however after paying for in-state
tuition it’s hard to pay for Room and Board.
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THESIS SITUATED
Relationship Between Housing Stability and Graduation

Four-Year Graduation Rate 2015
New York

Graduation Rate

87%
71%

Housed

Housed

No Free Lunch

Free Lunch

69%

Homeless
In Shelter
All 4 Years

60%

Homeless
In Shelter
In and Out

49%

Homeless
Unsheltered
All 4 Years

40%

Homeless
Unsheltered
In and Out

The Diagram to the left shows Graduation rates
among high schoolers in New York. The study
looked at different circumstances that students
faced and determined how their rate of
graduation was affected by it. The first pair of
bars shows students who were housed, with the
first bar being traditional students, and the
second being students of lower income who
received free lunch. The next pair shows
students who lived in shelters, with the first
being students who were stable in shelters and
the second being students who constantly
changed houses. The last pair shows students
who were unsheltered, with the same distinction
as the last pair between the two. From these
numbers we can take away a few things. First,
students who are homeless tend to graduate less.
Second if a student is homeless they will do
better in a shelter than unsheltered. Lastly
students who move more often will do worse
regardless if their sheltered or unsheltered.
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UNDERLYING PRINCIPLES
Social housing | Public Housing

According to the U.S. department of
Housing and Urban Development “Public housing
was established to provide decent and safe rental
housing for eligible low-income families, the elderly,
and persons with disabilities. Public housing comes
in all sizes and types, from scattered single family
houses to high rise apartments for elderly families.
There are approximately 1.2 million households
living in public housing units, managed by some
3,300 HAs.” Public housing allows for lower income
families, and individuals the ability to have a home
at a lower cost. Rents are controlled by government
agencies and are calculated based on the monthly
income of the resident. The owners of the
residence are subsidized by their local government
for the money they are losing in rent.
Social housing is a broader term for this type
of housing, as Public housing is generally
government owned housing, whereas social
housing can be owned by other groups such as
non-profit groups and, private investors. For this
project the University will be looked at as the
primary owner of the housing thus it will be
classified as Social housing
The goal of social housing is not to create
permanent residence for these occupants, but to be
an intermediate step till the occupant can afford
market rate housing.

Housing Owners

Subsidy

Government

Reduced Rent

Social Housing

Low-Income
Residents

Path to

Market-Rate
Housing
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UNDERLYING PRINCIPLES
Mixology

Mixology is defined in this project as the
deliberate act of mixing two unique groups or
ideals. This could apply to a general idea like
mixing two distinct styles of architecture; however
in this project if focuses specifically on the mixing
of unique user groups. The main focus of this
project is the mixing of unique user groups, while
understanding their individual needs, into a
singular system.
In an article published in Architectural
Design, Sara Caples and Everardo Jefferson speak
about the concept of Mixology in architecture. The
article argues against the traditional “Modern”
style which likes to generalize people and create
very generic architecture. It states that architects
must begin to look at the unique cultures and social
standings of its occupants to create a more
expressive style. The article focuses largely on the
cultural expression in immigrants in cities around
the world, and how their unique cultures alter the
style of the area that it inhabits. The works they see
in cities that they are against tend to be buildings
which stand out completely from their surrounds
because the architects misunderstood the context
they were placed in.
If we were to apply this idea of mixology as
defined by Caples and Jefferson to the thesis, we
need to understand how the groups are mixed into
coherent system rather than a collection of parts.
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UNDERLYING PRINCIPLES
Architectural Design Principles

Architectural Design
Principles
Design principles will act as the
drivers of design, and will help to
determine what is effective when
decisions are made. Design principles
will be determined by the desired
outcome of the project and will work in
architectural means, and in social, and
mental aspects. Once design principles
are determined they will be used to
determine effective precedents to study.
The thesis will look at how other
projects have used the same principles to
create projects and understand how
their approaches can be used in the
design of the final building. Once the
building design beings the thesis can
refer back to the principles of the
project to determine if the outcome we
are getting is effective in its ability to
solve the problem or if the project is
moving away from the intend outcome.
For this thesis we will have five main
principles that we will use, which are,
Outreach, Separation, Integration,
Transformation, and Re-Naturalization.

Outreach

Separation

Outreach attempts to grab the focus of the
observer and will attempt to draw they towards an
intended location or focal point. This will work at
different moments and scales within and around
the building. The project will attempt to draw
attention to itself from an outside perspective in
order to become a connector between the
community and the residents. The project will also
internally work to create lines of sight to draw
attention the different user groups and spatial
types within the building.

Separation within the project will work to
buffer user groups the have contradictory desires.
The project will use massing and circulation
systems as a way to diffuse and filter different user
groups within the project. User groups have
different needs when it comes to housing and
spatial qualities. Thus a approach that connects
groups when they share needs and separates when
they will conflict is necessary within the building
environment.
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UNDERLYING PRINCIPLES
Architectural Design Principles

Integration

Transformation

Re-Naturalization

Integration is one of the more important
principles within the project, and is a device to
interweave diverse user groups. The project will
use architectural elements like collective space
making as a way to integrate user groups together,
so that they benefit from the interactions of one
another. The project will be clear in its attempt to
integrate as not to create a place for exclusion
between user groups.

Transformation seeks to create a project that
facilitates change over varying periods of times as
a way to cater to the unique needs of the diverse
user groups. This will also allow the project to
think of the life cycle of its occupants, as the needs
of each diverse groups will not remain the same
forever and through the use of the building will be
able to change their individual situations.

Re-naturalization is providing adequate
access to basic needs like light and air as a way to
create a environment that not only seeks to
physically helps its occupants but also help them
mentally. Daylighting and ventilation strategies
will also help to create not only a better building
environment but also a more efficient and
sustainable project. By applying these strategies it
will help to develop building form and massing as a
way to reach occupants.

1.5.1| PRECEDENT ANALYSIS
Name: Student Housing for the University of
Southern Denmark
Architect: C.F. Moller
Location: Odense, Denmark
Project Year: 2015
Description: The project consist on 250
student residences which are located in three
interlocking 15-story buildings. The building
is located on existing green space that is
surrounded by wetlands and reeds, and places
itself away from other parts of the university.
The building uses a series of paths to connect
to the university and surrounded context
passing through the wetlands. The outside face
of the building twist and turns, creating
balcony spaces for each of the rooms. The
building focuses on creating collective spaces,
and create a transition from the private rooms,
to public living rooms, to a communal kitchen
in the center.

Figure 1.5.1.1
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PRECEDENT ANALYSIS
Student Housing for the University of Southern Denmark | C.F. Moller

Access to
Natural Light

Views to city
Residential Blocks
Residential Blocks

Rooms
Bathrooms
Storage
Study

Views to nature

Common Space
Kitchen
Dinning
Lounge
Study
Storage
Core
Circulation

Separate Blocks

Rotate Blocks

Views to university
Connect the Blocks

Add more Common Space
Figure 1.5.2.1

Figure 1.5.2.2

Figure 1.5.2.3

Figure 1.5.2.4

1.5.3| PRECEDENT ANALYSIS
Name: MLK 1101 Supporting Housing
Architect: Lorcan O’Herlihy Architects
Location: Los Angeles, California
Project Year: 2017
Description: The project focuses on creating
affordable housing for 26 individuals and
families. The project has a mix of studios,
single bedrooms, and three bedroom
apartments. The project was built upon a
vacant lot and is located with a short walk from
public transportation options. The project
includes gated parking, management offices, a
community room, street front retail, and a
community garden.

Figure 1.5.3.1
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PRECEDENT ANALYSIS
MLK1101 Supporting housing | Lorcan O’Herlihy Architects

Mixed-Unit Types
Public Retail on Street Level
Raised Community Garden makes
it more private for residents but
doesn't completely cut it off from
community

Open Circulation

Community Garden

Two of the main focuses of this project was the creation of social housing and the
creation of strong neighborhood ties through exposing the building to the street. The
building houses residential units along with a small retail block and a community garden.
The garden is raised off the ground and connected to the street with a stair case. This act
allows the community to use the garden but might also deter people who are just passing
by. This creates a garden space that is on the surface public but is actually semi-private.
Lastly the project makes use of Mixed-Unit types which allows for a larger range of
people to come together in this project. These two elements of Mixed-Unit type and
semi-private spaces can be an influence on my design for the final student housing.

Figure 1.5.4.1

Figure 1.5.4.2

Figure 1.5.4.3

Figure 1.5.4.4

1.5.5| PRECEDENT ANALYSIS
Name: My Micro NY
Architect: nARCHITECTS
Location: New York, New York
Project Year: 2016
Description: My Micro NY is the first Micro
housing complex in New York. New York
zoning requires that all units be a minimum
400 square foot, however with a variance from
the city they were able to create micro units of
350 square feet or less. The project focuses on
prefabrication as a means to reduce not only the
time of construction but also the cost of the
building. The project consist of 55 affordable
housing units and worked with furniture
designers to help create the interior of the
units.

Figure 1.5.5.1
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PRECEDENT ANALYSIS
My Micro NY | nARCHITECTS

Figure 1.5.6.1

The plans from the rooms above show the flexibility of the rooms within the project.
Each of the rooms are small so flexibility is need in each of the units to help create a more
diverse room. We can also see in the plans that furniture like beds and tables are able to be
folded up and stored to make room for another piece of furniture.

Figure 1.5.6.2

In the above plan of My Micro NY we can see with the orientation and sizing of the units
the layout used to help place the prefabricated units together. These units are fabricated off site
and brought to site, than lifted with a crane into location. These rooms come with drywall
already installed only need to install fixtures and case work to finish the room.

Figure 1.5.6.3

Figure 1.5.6.4

Figure 1.5.6.5
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SITE SELECTION PARAMETERS
Site Parameter | Underprivileged groups

Nationally:

Nationally:

17.7 10,000
Homeless

6.5%

out of

people are

The main focuses of this thesis is the ability to
affect underprivileged groups. For this reason
when determining a site for this project one of
the most important site parameters is looking
for cities with high levels of these groups. If the
project was to be located in a area with low levels
of underprivileged groups the project would not
be as affective. The thesis begins by determining
a national average of certain user groups and
will later compare these numbers to averages in
potential sites.

Nationally:

14% Students

of homeless individuals are

Children
Youth
unaccompanied

of

homeless
and

are
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SITE SELECTION PARAMETERS
Site Parameter | Schools and Communities

Another main focus of thesis is the
integration of underprivileged groups into
school controlled housing as a way for the
school to give back to the community. Thus
the site selection will focus heavily on
looking at schools that are open to or already
have preexisting programs in the support of
underprivileged groups. Many of these
schools have students who are homeless or
are in danger of becoming homeless.
However many of the schools do not know
because they do not have anyone checking for
these situations. The final building will be
located within or around the extents of a
schools campus. This will allow the building
to act a threshold between the school and the
community at large

Schools

Community

Underprivileged Groups
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SITE SELECTION PARAMETERS
Site Parameter | Urban Environment

Transportation

The last site parameter that I will use to
determine my site is to look for places within
a urban environment. More specifically
looking for schools that are situated within a
urban environment. Being in a urban
environment allows for more access to a
wider range of programs. Statistically urban
environments tend to have higher rates of
underprivileged groups as people who look
for work or aid gather in highly populated
areas. Also being within a urban
environment means that programs are
situated closer together and are more
accessible to people.

Isolated

Vs

Program variation

Accessible
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SITE SELECTION PARAMETERS
Potential Site | California

In California:

115,738
Homeless

people are

Lastly both Los Angeles and San Francisco are
urban environments with many different
attractions and programs. Both cities are near
the beach and are surround by large natural
parks which help to attract people to the area.
In terms of diversity Los Angeles has more of
an advantage as there are many famous areas
there like Hollywood, Beverly Hills and
Chinatown. Where as San Francisco has
monuments like the Golden gate bridge.

Colleges in Los Angeles:
UCLA (University of California, Los Angeles)
USC (University of Southern California)
CSUN (California Stat University Northridge)
Cal State LA (California State Los Angeles)
Colleges in San Francisco:
UCSF (University of California San Francisco)
SF State (San Francisco State)
USF (University of San Francisco)
UC Berkeley (University of California Berkeley)

To begin the selection of potentials sites,
I will pick places with high amounts of
homeless individuals. The state with the
highest amount of homeless individuals
is California.

Than I looked at different regions within the
state with a high amount of colleges in the
area, such as the San Francisco area , and the
Los Angeles area.
San Francisco

Los Angeles
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SITE SELECTION PARAMETERS
Potential Site | New York

In New York:

88,250
Homeless

people are

Both New York and Buffalo are Urban
environments with lots of diversity. However
New York city more diverse in terms of
program and people. The city is also more
compact and has more walk-ability as a city
when compared to Buffalo.

Colleges in New York:
Columbia University
NYU (New York University)
Juilliard School
Pratt Institute
Colleges in Buffalo:
UB (University of Buffalo)
Buffalo State)
Canisius College
D’Youville College

The state with the next highest amount
of homeless people is New York.

New York City and Buffalo are
two of the cities in New York
with the most colleges in New
York

Buffalo

New York

SITE SELECTION PARAMETERS
Site Selection| Los Angeles

Homeless Numbers in
Los Angeles City

In Los Angeles Community
College District:

Homeless Youth in
Los Angeles County

+61.0%
+16.7%

7,999

7,126

8,952

2015

2016

2017

4,536

2,509

In the LA Community College District there are 230,000
students of which 6,000 are said to be homeless according
to a survey down by the board of trustees. The image to
the right is a map of the LA Community College District
and the area that is covers.

1,208

2016

1,447

2017

Unsheltered

21,338

students are

In shelters

25,237

Unsheltered

+9.7%

17,687

1 5
Homeless
in every

In shelters
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SITE SELECTION PARAMETERS
Site Selection | Los Angeles

Colleges in Los Angeles:
UCLA (University of California, Los Angeles)
USC (University of Southern California)
CSUN (California Stat University Northridge)
Cal State LA (California State Los Angeles)

Swipe out Hunger
UCLA joined the Swipe out Hunger
organization which provides free food for
students and other food insecure
individuals in the area. The program
takes advantage of the meal card system
within the school and uses unused meal
swipes and converts them to meal
vouchers for food insecure students. The
school also receives donations from the
community and has raised over $200,000
dollars and received over 70,000 pounds
of food. In the Fall 2017 drive they were
able to collect 8,821 swipes which were
converted to meal vouchers for at-risk
students on campus.

Students for Students

California Laws

Students for students is a UCLA and
Donation funded shelter for students of
UCLA and other local schools. The
shelter uses a application system to find
residents for their project. The residents
are given a bed and locker and are allowed
to stay for 90 Days. The shelter also
offers meals and have communal living
areas where students can study, watch TV,
and have access to printers. The shelter
also works with UCLA medical division
to offer residents medical, dental, and
vision test. The program also helps
students with counseling services and
helps students find work.

Last year Gov. Jerry Brown signed into law bills that would help raise an
estimate $1 billion dollars to help subsidize new homes for low-income
residents. The income to the state is estimated to finance about 14,000
additional houses a year.
Other bills were signed into law that would help construct new homes for
the purpose of simplifying the process of getting new homes built. Senate Bill
35 forces cities to approve projects that comply with existing zoning if not
enough housing has been built. Assembly Bill 73 gives incentive to developers
to create neighborhoods which have 20% as affordable housing. Assembly Bill
1505 allows cities to once again implement low-income requirements. Assembly
Bill 1521 requires owners to sell their properties to clients who pledge to keep
renting homes to low-income residents as the requirements only last 30-50
years.

Proposition HHH
Proposition HHH Permanent Supportive Housing Loan Program is
designed to creating permanent housing for homeless individuals.
Voters approved of the proposition which would create a property
tax of $0.348 per square foot. The proposition uses a $1.2 billion
bond to generate money in a effort to reduce homelessness by
creating safe and affordable housing.

$83M
7 Projects

Figure 2.1.7.1

Figure 2.1.7.2

615 Units
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SITE ANALYSIS
Site Diagrams | Zoning

(A1-1XL) Agriculture

(PF-1XL) Public Facilities

(R4-1VL) Multi Dwelling

(R1-1) Single Family

UCLA Campus

(R5-3-0) Commercial

(C4-2D-0) Commercial

Figure 2.2.1.1

The UCLA campus is situated in between a variety of areas. Directly to the south of the campus is a business
district which provides the school with a large range of program. To the east and west of the campus are large residential
districts which provide a opportunity for a place of residence after school, and a easier transition from dorm to a home.
Lastly to the north of the campus is a park space which grants access to green space to the students in the area.
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SITE ANALYSIS
Site Diagrams | City Data

Figure 2.2.2.1

Poverty among high school graduates not in families

Figure 2.2.2.3

Children below poverty line

Figure 2.2.2.2

Housing units lacking full kitchens

Figure 2.2.2.4

Mean value of housing units with more than 5 units

The diagrams to the left are
from city map data, the circle
highlights the area that the thesis
focuses on, and zooms out to get
surrounding context. Each of the
diagrams show something related to
housing or underprivileged groups.
The first diagram shows poverty
among high school grades not in
families, which helps to express the
level of underprivileged groups in the
area. Similar to the first diagram the
one below shows children below the
poverty line and helps to show a group
that might become a group the thesis
hopes to affect. The next set of
diagrams talk about housing. The first
diagram shows the percentage of
housing units without full kitchens and
the area focused shows a higher level
out units without full kitchens. The last
diagram shows the mean value of
housing and shows that the prices in
the area are very mixed.
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SITE ANALYSIS
Site Diagrams | Land Use

Site Program Types
The site is located in between three
unique zones of program types. To
the north of the site is the UCLA
campus, to the east and west of the
site is residential zones with single
family and multi-family housing, and
to the south is a commercial district.
The campus is close to the site and
allows for a student to be able walk or
bike to anywhere on the campus. The
residential areas to the east and west
allows opportunity for a student to
find housing once they graduate from
college. Lastly the commercial district
to the south has lots of retail and
restaurants that create opportunities
for students to find employment in the
area.

UCLA Campus
Residential
Commercial

N
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SITE ANALYSIS
Site Diagrams | Transportation

Site Bus Stops and Bike Paths
The area around the site has many bus stop points and
allows for a resident to be able to travel around and
away from the site. The site is also surrounded by bike
paths both dedicated and shared that allow for the
residents to be able to travel around even if they don’t
have a car.

Dedicated Bike Lane
Shared Bike Lane
Bus Stop

N
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SITE ANALYSIS
Site Diagrams | Traffic

Site Traffic Volume
The diagram to the right shows traffic
volume in the area around the site, and helps
to show how active the site is. The site is
located between two very active roads and
will see a lot of traffic pass by in front of the
project. Also the roads that a more used a
primary movement through the area and
allow for access to other places nearby in the
city.

Heavy
Light

N
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SITE ANALYSIS
Site Diagrams | Lot Selection

Figure 2.2.6.1

Figure 2.2.6.2

Site Aerial Perspective

N
Figure 2.2.6.3
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SITE ANALYSIS
Site Diagrams | Lot Selection

Site Description
Site Location: 10946 Le Conte Ave, Los Angeles,
CA 90024
Zoning: C4-2D-0
•C4 Zoning is Commercial Use and allows for Retail,
Business,Schools,Churches
•C4 also allows for R4, which includes Churches, Schools,
Child Care and Homeless Shelter
Maximum Height: Unlimited

Site Street Perspective

Figure 2.2.7.1
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PROGRAM PARAMETERS
Defining the User Group Profiles

Profile A | Typical Student

Profile D | Visiting Faculty

Needs: Place to sleep, study and be social

Needs: Place to sleep, work, and store material

Rooms: Single bedroom, Half kitchen

Rooms: Two bedrooms, Full kitchen, Dedicated place to eat

Duration of Use: Semester, Leaves for Breaks

Duration of Use: Semester, Short term

Roommates: Willing to Share Room

Roommates: Not willing to Share Room

Figure 2.3.1.1

Figure 2.3.1.2

Profile B | Homeless Student

Profile E | Staff/Maintenance

Needs: Place to sleep, study and be social

Needs: Place to sleep, work, and store work materials

Rooms: Single bedroom, Full kitchen

Rooms: Two bedrooms, Full kitchen, Workshop, Storage
Room

Duration of Use: Year round

Duration of Use: Year round, Multiply Years

Roommates: Willing to Share Room

Figure 2.3.1.3

Roommates: Not willing to Share Room
Figure 2.3.1.4

Profile C | Single Parent

Profile F | Underprivileged Youth

Needs: Place to sleep, study/work, entertain, and place for
child to be active

Needs: Place to sleep, study and be social
Rooms: Single bedroom, half kitchen

Rooms: Two bedroom, Full kitchen, Dedicated eating space
Duration of Use: Year round
Duration of Use: Year round
Roommates: Willing to Share Room
Roommates: Not willing to Share Room
Figure 2.3.1.5

Figure 2.3.1.6
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PROGRAM PARAMETERS
Program Uses | Rooms

Study Rooms
4,000 Sq. Ft.

Amenities
2,000 Sq. Ft.
Lobby
1,500 Sq. Ft.
Dining Area
2,500 Sq. Ft.
Parking
16,000 Sq. Ft.

Common Space
15,000 Sq. Ft.
Urban Space
2,000 Sq. Ft.
Storage | Mech
3,000 Sq. Ft.

8.69%
Amenities
2,000 Sq. Ft.

4.34%

32.60%

Lobby
1,500 Sq. Ft.
Dining Area
2,500 Sq. Ft.

Units
126,000 Sq. Ft.

Parking
16,000 Sq. Ft.

Program Diagram

Study Rooms
4,000 Sq. Ft.

Common Utilities
15,000 Sq. Ft.

3.26%
4.34%
5.43%

Urban Space
2,000 Sq. Ft.

6.52%

Storage Mech
3,000 Sq. Ft.

34.78%

Non-Unit Spread

The program for this thesis focuses
primarily on units, for this reason it takes
up much of the square footage of the
project. For this reason a second
non-unit spread was created to better
understand how the common space
within the project is broken down.
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PROGRAM PARAMETERS
Program Uses | Unit Mixes

Non-Units
29.5%

Units
70.5%

Double
47.6%
60,000 Sq. Ft.

60
Units

Single
28.6%
36,000 Sq. Ft.

120
Units

Micro
23.8%
30,000 Sq. Ft.

Unit vs Non-Units

120
Units

Unit Spread

These next set of spreads show how much of
the project are units, and also how those
units are broken up based on the amounts.
Although we can see that even though the
double has the least amount of units it’s
almost more than the other two combined
in terms of square footage.
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PROGRAM PARAMETERS
Program Uses | Common spaces

Spatial Relationships

The diagram below focuses on the relationship between
spaces and how all of these relationships work together in a
complete system. We can begin to see two groups form
from this system the group that forms around the double
units, and the group that forms around the single and micro
units. Also we can see have community elements such as
the common utilities and amenities become a way point
within the system.

Single
Study
Rooms

Parking
Dinning
Area

Common
Utilities

Urban
Space
Storage|
Mech
Micro

Lobby
Amenities

Double

PROGRAM PARAMETERS
Program Uses | Common spaces

Unit Sizes and Relationships

Youth

Bath

Family
Faculty
Staff

Homeless
Student

Circulation

2.3
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Homeless
Student
Homeless
Student

Student

Student

Bath

Homeless
Student

Micro Units
250 Sq. Ft. Per Room
Cluster of 4-5 Rooms
Communal Bathroom

Bath

Kitchen

Living

Single Unit
300 Sq. Ft. Per Room
Pair of 2 Rooms
Shared Bathroom

Double
1000 Sq. Ft. Per Unit
2 Bedrooms
Private Bathroom
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SITE INFLUENCES
Diagrams

View to Mountains

3.1
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View to Sea

Vi
ew

to

Ci

ty

N

N

Views

Wind Rose

The site is located is good place in relation to views around the area. The site has
views to different points of interest such as the sea, the mountains and the
downtown area. This is important to the project as it gives an opportunity to frame
views and create a visual connection from the building to the surrounding context.

Wind and its direction are important to the thesis as Re-Naturalization is one of the
thesis principles. The wind direction will help to determine placement of openings
and passages that will allow breezes to cross-ventilate the building.

SITE INFLUENCES
Diagrams

Walk | Bike Access

Pedestrian Route

3.1
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Car Access

N

N

Access and Movement

Solar Path

This diagram helps to determine how different user groups will enter the building
and where the building will be primarily viewed from. The walk and bike access
shows that much foot access for the building will be from the northern face.
Whereas car access is from the south. This can help to determine placement of user
groups within the building. The pedestrian route is a commercial corridor and
shows where non-residents will pass bye.

The solar path helps the thesis determine where additional shading might be
required. It also helps to determine if the light wells within the building are able to
carry light throughout the building or if more will be required.

SITE DOCUMENTATION
Plan Section

B

Site Section AA
Le Conte Ave

A

A

Westwood Blvd

Broxton Ave
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B

Weyburn Ave

Site Plan

Site Section BB

The site plan shows the thesis in relation to the buildings around it. The project is
located at a street corner and will use this as a way to draw people to the building.
The site plan also shows the openness of the project. The openings in the roof plane
are light wells that extend all the way through the building and help to not only
bring light through the building but create visual access between residents on
different floors. The site plan also shows the external spaces that act as communal
spaces. The external space in the middle of the projects helps to bridge the north half
of the project to the southern half. If we begin to look at the site sections we can
begin to see how the building situates itself to neighboring buildings. The projects is
nine stories tall and is taller than most buildings in the area however it is not the
tallest building in the area thus it shouldn’t stand out too much.
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SITE DOCUMENTATION
Perspectives

Street Corner Perspective

Urban Space Perspective

This perspective shows the building from the street corner. We can see that the street level
is double height as a way to differentiate the base of the building from the units above.
Also the base is more open to soften transition of the building from the street. In this
rendering we can see the external spaces that were created to create visual access within
and around the building.

In this perspective we can see the recessed urban plaza which is located at the street
corner. This space sits in front of the dining hall that’s located within the building. This
means that this space can be used for multiple purposes such as eating, or lounging. You
can also see some openings in the floor plate above this space which are two of the light
wells of the building, which means the residents will be able to look down into the urban
space from up above.

Chapter 4.0
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BUILDING INFLUENCES
Diagrams

Student Access

Exterior Circulation
Visual access from street
Units face out

Social Section

Viewing Platforms

Viewing Platforms

Line of Division
Quiet Section

Micro Unit

Parent | Faculty Access

Double Unit
Vertical Circulation
Floor Plate

Building Mass Generators
Access and Groups
This diagram looks at an initial massing model and what influenced its design.
Looking at the different user groups the thesis splits up the project into two
sections, the social and quiet section. The placement of these sections is based on
the access points of these user groups. The students access from the north, while
parents and faculty access by car in the south.

Viewing Platforms

Single Unit

Building Mass Generators
Views and Outreach
In this diagram we will look at how to mass the building with views and outreach
in mind. To begin we move the traditional double loaded corridor to the outside
creating an exterior single load. This forces people to move outside, which creates
movement to be seen from the street. Also we can face the units outward which
creates views for the residents from within the unit. Lastly we create communal
space down the central space the ends with an exterior balcony which frames the
views that were detailed previously.
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BUILDING DOCUMENTATION
Plan

F
A

H

C

B

J

E
I

D

A Urban Space
B Dining Area
C Open Air Lounge
D Restrooms
E Kitchen
F Lobby
H Bike Storage
I Storage
J Mechanical
K Parking

Ground Floor Plan

E

K

N
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BUILDING DOCUMENTATION
Plan

A

F

B
C

D

E

H

D

C

B
F
A

A Single Units
B Outdoor Lounge
C Indoor Lounge
D Kitchen
E Open Study Space
F Micro Units
H Enclosed Study Space
I Double Units
J Amenities Space

Typical Floor Plan

I
B

J

I

This drawing shows the
typical floor plan that
would be located on
floors 3-9. In the plan we
can see the separation in
units and communal
space, and how exterior
space plays a key role in
that aspect. We also begin
to see how the light wells
within
the
project
penetrate the building. In
terms of communal space
we see a kitchen and
living
space
that’s
mirrored on each side of
the project. These spaces
consist of a full kitchen an
island with a bar, a
dinning space for 12 and a
lounge space. In the
bottom of the plan we see
the large amenity space
which is located inside a
stepped exterior space.
We see traces of this space
in the stairs that lead
above and below this
floor by the outdoor
lounge. These amenities
spaces acted as a
connector between the
student, and parent/
faculty residential areas.
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BUILDING DOCUMENTATION
Section

Building Section
In this drawing we are seeing a longitudinal cut through the project and can begin the see the inner workings of the building. The first element
we notice is the penetration through the middle of the building. This cuts all the way through the building and concludes in an exterior
lounging space which is visible from every floor. Also the central penetration is lined with study spaces which are enclosed and opened. Also
we can see the exterior lounge spaces at the ends of the building that are alternating to create double height spaces. Lastly we can see the
double height ground floor, and how it makes it unique from the rest of the building.
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BUILDING DOCUMENTATION
Section

Building Section
In this building section we can begin to see the visual access that one has available to them in the building. We can
see the penetration in the building which cuts all the way to the ground floor where it concludes in the dining area.
Also the units have windows on both faces allowing views out of the building and within the building. Also we can
see how the central amenities space begins to connect the two different halves of the building. Lastly we see how
the exterior facade begins to enclose the exterior circulation spaces.
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BUILDING DOCUMENTATION
Elevations

South Elevation

West Elevation

These are elevations of the building and we can begin to see
how the exterior facade of the building works. The exterior
facade uses a series of vertical and horizontal pieces to create
a unifying piece. The facade breaks over the windows to units
to frame the views out of the building.

North Elevation
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BUILDING DOCUMENTATION
Perspective

Community Kitchen Perspective

Unit Corridor Perspective

This perspective shows the quality of space for the communal kitchen and dining spaces.
We also see the penetration in the building and how it works to bring light into the space
and also create a separation between the communal spaces and the units.

This perspective shows the quality of space in the exterior corridor spaces. We can also see
how the exterior facade begins to not only enclose the project but also help to frame views
from the unit windows. Also we see the unit facade and how it is set up using a system of
plywood sheets.

Chapter 5.0
Detail
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DETAIL
Units

Micro Unit

The micro unit is primarily for homeless
students and underprivileged youth
and consist of a bed, dresser, and desk.
The room is closely related to
traditional dorm rooms and can be
used as a single or with a bunk bed for
double inhabitants. The bathrooms for
these units are communal and are
located near the units.

Single Unit

The single unit is primarily for use by
traditional students, and has a
dedicated bathroom in the unit that is
shared with a neighbor. The room is for
single occupant only, and relies on
communal kitchen and dining spaces.

Double Unit

The double unit is primarily for parent
students, faculty, and maintenance /
staff. These units have two internal
bathrooms and a dedicated kitchen
and dining area. They also have access
to a private balcony that runs the
length of the unit allowing natural light
and air to all major rooms in the unit.
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DETAIL
Ventilation

Exhaust Fan

Enlarged Section

One element that the thesis focused on was ventilation within the building. As seen before
there are penetrations throughout the building which allow light into the building,
however they have another function which is to ventilate the units and the building. Each
unit has two operable windows, one facing the exterior of the building, another which
leads into one of the building penetrations. Wind from the exterior flows into the room and
is exhausted through into the building penetration creating a cross breeze. Within the
penetration itself; stack ventilation is used to take allow warm air to travel from the ground
floor of the building to the roof, where an exhaust fan is place in a clerestory allowing air to
escape while keeping water out.

Ventilation Section
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DETAIL
Prefabrication

A

Concrete Structure

Floor system attaches to beams

Prefabricated Floor

A
Prefabricated Unit Relationship to Structure
Wall Stud Bolted to Box Stud
Prefabricated Floor
Box Stud Bolted to Column
Concrete Structure

Prefabricated Unit Relationship to Structure Section AA

Another element that was
focused on in this thesis is
prefabrication. The thesis uses a
combination of cast in place
concrete and prefabricated
units. The units are created as
wall and floor systems that are
brought to the site. Then the
wall systems are connected to
the columns and beams
through a bolt connection.
Then the wall system would be
placed upon these floor system
to create a unit.

Chapter 6.0
Design Principles Revisited
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DESIGN PRINCIPLES REVISITED
Out Reach

After the project design was
completed we will look back at
how the project used the
principles we stated before. The
first principle was Outreach,
which uses visual connections
within and out of the building to
draw attention to other user
groups. This building creates
many
opportunities
for
inhabitants to have visual
connections
with
other
occupants within the building
and out of the building.

Community Amenities Perspective

Vis
u
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Diagrammed Building Section

Diagrammed Building Section

Central Atrium Perspective
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DESIGN PRINCIPLES REVISITED
Separation

Social Block

Line of Division

Passage Ways

Quiet Block

The second principle is separation, which
focuses on create a physical or implied barrier
between user groups that might conflict
within the project. Form the original six user
groups, two sub-groups were create that gave
reason to physically separate the groups. This
was defined as the social and quiet groups.
The student groups, traditional, homeless,
and youth were considered the social group
as they tend to spend more time within the
building. Whereas the quiet group, parents,
faculty, and maintenance, were considered
the quiet group as a more quiet setting would
be preferred by this group. The building then
split these groups into two blocks which were
only connected by two passage ways, one of
which required passage through two doors.
The project effectively split these two groups
apart, however a case could be made that
more separation is required within these
groups. However the more split up the
building is the less the occupants will interact,
which is one of the main focuses of the thesis.
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DESIGN PRINCIPLES REVISITED
Integration

Communal Kitchen and Dining Space

Community Amenities

The third principle was integration, which
involved use architectural design elements to
bring user groups together. In this project
integration primarily occurred in communal
spaces. However there were to different types
of integration. The first was between
traditional students and homeless students/
underprivileged youth. As a way to integrate
these two groups homeless students were
placed between traditional students, as
placing them by themselves or on a different
floor might alienate them from traditional
students. This integration was also achieved
by forcing these user groups to use the same
communal kitchens and dining spaces which
were housed in a central community space.
The next integration was between the
previously discussed social and quiet blocks.
This resulted in a community amenity space
which hoped to achieve integration between
all the user groups as all the groups would use
these amenities in a central community space.
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DESIGN PRINCIPLES REVISITED
Transformation

The fourth principle transformation focuses
on the needs of the users groups change over
time and how the building develops with
them. This
specific
principle
was
underdeveloped and still lies in the research
phase. However here are some thoughts on
this as it stands. The idea of prefabrication was
originally intend so that different unit types
could be developed for different user needs
and because the units were slipped into the
project they could be change for different
needs. Also in terms of actual units, the intent
was to have very flexible spaces that could
change for each user. In the micro units you
could have units that were a bed, than a desk,
than dinning through flexible and operable
units. The double could change if the
occupant only need one room such as a
visiting faculty and could have an office as the
other space, or if it was a student parent they
would need two rooms and the unit would
adapt to that all from an original unit. Thus
this phase of the project is still under
development.

Flexible Unit Systems

6.1
5

DESIGN PRINCIPLES REVISITED
Re-Naturalization

Daylighting

Ventilation

Section Perspective
The last principles focuses on bring back natural elements to the project such as light and air. The project does this well as can be seen documented before in the ventilation
of the building and the units. Also the large amounts of penetration within the building allow for light to penetrate deep within the building. These penetrations that were
originally for light and air were able to help with other design principles such as separation and outreach, allowing for a more effective thesis project.
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7.1
1

AFTERWORD

Reflection
As I come to the end of this thesis, I
would like to reflect on what has been
accomplished here. For this thesis I set
out to create an environment that not
only creates affordable housing for
underprivileged groups, like homeless
students and underprivileged youth, it
also creates an environment which
encourages a community based
housing typology. This typology
would allow relationships to form
between user groups who might not
typical come together. Although the
approach that I toke in relation to the
architectural development of the
building was not the most innovate or
radical design, I still believe that
within the walls of this building user
groups who might have been sleeping
on the streets not too long ago will be
able to create lasting relationships
with fellow students and allow them
to have a fulfilled college life. Most
importantly I created a building which
I would be happy to live in and would
love to one day be able to walk
through.
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